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Controversial speaker ignites community 
3 OCTOBER 2012  BY JEREMY BAUER-WOLF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF  138 COMMENTS  

Although the White Student Union has yet to gain 

official University recognition, members held their 

first interest meeting Tuesday, featuring Jared 

Taylor, president of the non-profit New Century 

Foundation. 

Taylor’s profile on the Southern Poverty Law 

Center, a non-profit that represents and protects 

minority citizens and tracks they consider to be 

hate groups, lists him as “white nationalist,” or an 

individual who espouses white supremacy 

ideology. 

Taylor said in his speech that he does not consider himself to be a white supremacist, but rather, he is 

developing an identity for white people, who he said are diminishing as a race. 

 

The New Century Foundation has also received funding from the Pioneer Fund, another non-profit that has 

conducted research about supposed IQ differences among different racial, gender, socioenomic classes, 

according to the Pioneer Fund website. 

A representative from the Southern Poverty Law Center could not be reached for comment. 

Matthew Heimbach, the unofficial president and face of the White Student Union, said that within the next two 

weeks the White Student Union plans to hold another event, an “affirmative action bake sale,” in which they 

will charge different racial groups different prices for baked goods. 

Whites will be charged $2, Asians will be charged $1.75, Hispanics will be charged $1, Native Americans 

will be charged 75 cents and black people will be charged 50 cents. 

Heimbach said he is charging whites the most to illustrate the racial discrimination against whites. 

Matthew Hazlett/ The Towerlight
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Associate Vice President of Campus Life Teri Hall said that, as a non-affiliate group, Heimbach should not 

be able to hold the bake sale. 

“Charging different races items for the same product would be considered discriminatory and that would be 

something the University would not support,” she said. 

Though the group is not SGA affiliated, Heimbach was able to rent University space with a 200-seat capacity 

and security, a total of 13 Towson University police officers. 

The original cost, $3,600, was cut by more than half, to $1,600, in a collaborative decision made by TUPD 

and administration, Vice President of Student Affairs Deb Moriarity said. 

Heimbach said he collected the funds from local community members, who he did not name, and Taylor’s 

group. 

“[The cut] was our attempt to show good faith and not block the event, and have reasonable costs 

associated with that,” Moriarity said. 

Despite the security measures, at the end of the event, five male individuals, who have not yet been 

identified, barged in through a door behind Taylor, screaming curses and obscenities, calling Taylor a racist. 

The individuals then ran down the stairs. TUPD is currently investigating the identity of the suspects, 

according to Deputy Chief of Police Charles Herring. 

Heimbach said he was disappointed with TUPD’s response to the incident. 

“You could get from the doorway to the podium far quicker than what it would take for the police officers to 

respond,” he said. “I think that’s either … incompetence or simply being in cahoots, not necessarily with 

individuals, but with the idea of the event being disrupted. I would never accuse anyone at the University of 

being complicit with criminal acts, but it seems odd that such a glaring security omission was made.” 

Herring said that TUPD performed several inspections of the room, Chesapeake III, prior to the event and 

that at 2 p.m., the door the students burst through was locked from the inside. An officer at that post also 

checked the door right before the event began. 

A key is required to unlock the door, Herring said. 

Bernard Gerst, associate vice president of the Office of Public Safety and chief of police, said that the police 

will review the event procedure. 

“We’ll reevaluate that and look to see what happened,” he said. “That’s what you do after every major event, 

you critique it. But that should not have occurred.” 

Administration from the Office of Student Activities, including Hall and Dirron Allen, director of student 

activities, moderated the crowd during Taylor’s speech and Q&A period. 

Taylor’s main argument was that diversity is a negative aspect of the United States, and often resulted in 

unnecessary conflicts between races. 

If given the choice, he said in his speech, an individual will always associate with someone of the same 

race, gender, education level and philosophies. 

Several times, Allen stepped in to remind the crowd of the Time, Place and Manner policy, which states, 

“Speakers shall not be subject to harassment, nor shall others’    right to hear the speaker be infringed.” 

“I think for the most part, the students had some great conversation with our speaker,” he said. “I think it gave 

people the opportunity to form thoughts and opinions.” 

Freshman Korey Johnson agreed, saying that she felt the talk fostered healthy dialogue about the 

controversy. 

“I think it was productive for the communities that showed up,” Johnson said. “It’s important to understand 

people’s points of view, even if they are bigots.” 
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Johnson said her questions about the White Student Union were still not answered. 

“We don’t hear what their motives are or a mission statement,” she said. “We don’t know anything coming 

out this meeting. It could be a racist group. Not that I’m against a White Student Union, but rather the motives 

of the group.” 

Taylor said that though Towson was one of the more unwelcoming Universities he’s addressed, 

administration handled the event well. 

“The sense I got from students in the room was that they’re hostile to whites having any sort of rights at all,” 

he said. ”I’m a little bit surprised to see what extent that is a double standard. It’s quite astonishing to me 

that every other racial group has rights and can organize, but not whites. That seems like racial 

discrimination to me.” 

Morarity stressed that the University is not preventing the White Student Union from forming, but rather the 

group does not meet one of the requirements, a faculty adviser, to become SGA affiliated. 
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Mr Lewis said:  

If you notice, it wasn’t WHITES that were acting up. 

SO WHY WERE WHITE PEOPLE FORCED TO PAY TO SPEAK? 

Why not charge the group who was RESPONSIBLE for the need for police? 

Gazza said:  

If racially diverse societies are a large source of tension, conflict, racism, hatred, and 

bigotry, WHY SUPPORT RACIAL DIVERSITY? 

Whites founded the USA 

Whites wrote the Constitution 

Most people fighting and dying for American independence were Whites 

Whites BUILT America 

Non-Whites ADDED a little 

Will the USA still be a first world nation when Whites become a minority? 

Whites are the only race celebrating diversity as they become minorities in their own 

societies. 
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Bon From the Land of Babble said:  

If “diversity” and “multicultualism” are so wonderful why aren’t people falling all over 

themselves to embrace it? Why do people live in — by choice — segregated 

neighborhoods? 

Why is it that every other race and/or ethnic group is “celebrated” and allowed to from 

advocacy groups that promote the interests of THAT specific group? If we are all equal 

under the law why is this same “privilege” not allowed for Whites? 

We have discrimination all right — against WHITES!! We’ve had 50 years of government-

enforced, codified racism: Affirmative Action. How’s that for “institutional” racism? 

Harumphty Dumpty said:  

ASIA FOR THE ASIANS, AFRICA FOR THE AFRICANS, WHITE COUNTRIES FOR 

EVERYBODY! 

Everybody says there is this RACE problem. Everybody says this RACE problem will be 

solved when the third world pours into EVERY white country and ONLY into white countries. 

The Netherlands and Belgium are just as crowded as Japan or Taiwan, but nobody says 

Japan or Taiwan will solve this RACE problem by bringing in millions of third worlders and 

quote assimilating unquote with them. 

Everybody says the final solution to this RACE problem is for EVERY white country and 

ONLY white countries to “assimilate,” i.e., intermarry, with all those non-whites. 

What if I said there was this RACE problem and this RACE problem would be solved only if 

hundreds of millions of non-blacks were brought into EVERY black country and ONLY into 

black countries? 

How long would it take anyone to realize I’m not talking about a RACE problem. I am talking 

about the final solution to the BLACK problem? 

And how long would it take any sane black man to notice this and what kind of psycho 

black man wouldn’t object to this? 

But if I tell that obvious truth about the ongoing program of genocide against my race, the 

white race, Liberals and respectable conservatives agree that I am a 

naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews. 

They say they are anti-racist. What they are is anti-white. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Ryan Dunlevee said:  

Do you use anti-racism to hide your geNOcidal anti-whiteness? Do you support mass 

immigration and “assimilation” for all white countries and ONLY white countries? Do you 

say the existence of white children is “irrelevant” and should not be defended from policies 

that will lead to their extinction? Do you insist white people are not allowed to have their 

own countries like non-whites have?  

Then you are an anti-white. 

http://whitegenocideproject.com/
http://whitakeronline.org/blog
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Anti-racist is just a code word for anti-white. 

towerlightreader said:  

My only question is regarding the pricing structure for the bake sale for people that are 

multiple races. Do they have to pay double? Half? Come on, Heimbach, think this 

important stuff out. 

Pandemonium said:  

If diversity is a “strength”, why does it take a multi-million dollar program, backed by the 

federal government, to keep it going? 

It is clear to any thinking person that Whites in America are the ones being discriminated 

against and the horrible thing is that this discrimination is not only sanctioned by but also 

encouraged by the federal government.  

Affirmative Action is nothing more than government sanctioned (legal) discrimination 

against Whites. 

Jared Taylor is a hero to all thinking Whites. Visit his web site and become informed 

(www.amren.com). 

Tia said:  

OH BOO HOO. Whites are going to be minorities. They’ve been the MAJORITY for how 

many years? Give me a break. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Tia 

We’ve been the majority because our ancestors built the country. What other race do you 

think exists to build civilizations for other peoples? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

Well look at that Korey Johnson thinks she should have some say so about the objectives 

of a White Student Union. Did the Black Student Union run its mission statement past 

white students? How about the Jewish or Asian students groups? 

I guess this is another example of “white privilege.” 

students said:  

@justawhitemom 
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I dont think people want a say in the mission statement. They just want to know that there 

is a mission statement. Because there hasnt been one. 

I am not sure why they can’t write a mission statement, because it would help sort some 

stuff out. They have time to plan the event, so why cant they write a few words on a page? 

Rose said:  

@Tia Whites are STILL the majority in the USA. What are you babbling about? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Rose 

Not by much. Non-hispanic whites are 63.7% of the population, and I believe they include 

“diverse” Middle Eastern and North African people in that figure. 

Just a white anti-racist said:  

@ justawhitemom 

“We’ve been the majority because our ancestors built the country. What other race do you 

think exists to build civilizations for other peoples?”  

Hey! What an interesting perspective! I hope that delusional narrative serves you well by 

erasing the fact that it was White CAPITAL accumulated by the free labor of black SLAVES 

that built “your” country, at the further expense of nearly 100,000,000 murdered, exploited, 

raped, and displaced native people who never “asked to become a minority” on land they 

lived on for millenia.  

What other race do I think exists to build civilizations for other peoples? Well, it seems, 

from your perspective, that ALL other races do, as long as they’re doing it for white 

Europeans.  

Good grief, it’s disgusting to me that these delusional, racist attitudes are given just an 

ounce of validity by a university that expects its students to pay for their education. Oh wait, 

it’s not shocking, because where would Towson University be without its majority white 

student population? Where would the city of Towson be without the expulsion of previous 

native inhabitants? Where would any of this civilization which you love and defend so 

vehemently be without the exploitation of people of color and their labor? It’s not shocking 

that racists are given a platform because the society that “built” that platform was “built” on 

racism. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@White anti-racist 

You anti-whites can never give whites credit for anything can you? You admit whites ran the 

country until recently, and you admit immigrants come here for a “better life.” Therefore, you 

admit that this country became great under white leadership. 
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If blacks made this country great, then where are all the great, First World superpowers in 

Africa? On the other hand, why does Norway have a First World standard of living? They 

didn’t have slaves. I’m not trying to be nasty but you are belittling my ancestors 

accomplishments and we Whites are sick of it. Jews, Chinese, or Arabs would never put 

up with that. Neither will we. 

What other group of people do you believe deserve genocide because of their ancestors. 

The Turks conquered and displaced the Anatolian Greeks. Does that mean Turkish 

children deserve to be reduced to a minority and ethnically cleansed in Turkey? No I didn’t 

think so. Its only whites whom you anti-whites believe have an obligation to give away our 

countries. Isn’t that so, anti-white? Is there any white country anywhere on the planet that 

you believe doesn’t deserve genocide? Which one?  

Also, Whites gave Indians reservations, but if Whites ask for so much as a club for 

themselves, we’re “racist.” Its exactly your anti-white view that whites don’t deserve a future 

that shows why a WSU is necessary. 

Black Swan said:  

@just a White anti-racist: 

So you’re admitting that you’re looking forward to the Genocide of the Diverse White 

European American demographic in America? 

Do you encourage this for ALL peoples in ALL nations of the world, or only for White 

People? 

I look forward to the day when brainwashed Anti-Whites like you are exposed as the sick 

idiots you truly are. 

Let me ask you a question, also to any other White-haters here: HINT: You won’t find the 

answer on Wikipedia or from your MOMMY professor. 

When did you first start hating Whites? 

Black Swan said:  

“Where would any of this civilization which you love and defend so vehemently be without 

the exploitation of people of color and their labor? It’s not shocking that racists are given a 

platform because the society that ‘built’ that platform was “built” on racism.” 

You are a racist. You say you are an anti-racist but you are not, you are anti-White. 

America was a 90% White country for 200 years. White people conceived of America, White 

people founded America, White people built America, White people expanded America, 

and yes, White defined America. The first naturalization act defined an American citizen as 

a free White man.  

There are White-free utopias just for you: 

1. South Africa: A White-hating paradise for you and any other White haters here. A place 

where Whites are slaughtered by feral blacks in the most vile, evil despicable ways. SA is 

THE rape and murder capital of the world where rape is part of the black culture. You can 

revel in 70 IQd blacks torturing and mutilating White babies, children and elderly while the 

media and UN look the other way. 

2. Detroit: A leftist, murderous and White-free utopia where you won’t have to be around 

“White privilege” or “White Oppression.” Detroit is a 100% SAFE city run by blacks who have 
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run off all the EVIL Whites. Imagine how wonderful you’ll feel there, you won’t have to ever 

look at a White again. 

Enjoy your new White-free world. 

Just a white anti-racist said:  

@ Black Swann 

I didn’t until you started posting!  

You all have such an incredible ability to exist in a delusional state of consciousness that 

it’s not even worth trolling you anymore. Have fun, kids. 

Pandemonium said:  

NEWS FLASH for all the boo-hooing about the “native Americans” who were wiped out by 

the “invading” Whites: That’s the way the world works and has worked forever!! The so-

called “native Americans” were stone age people who found themselves up against an 

“advanced technology”. They lost. We took the land, and it’s ours for as long as we can 

hold it. That’s how the world works. It’s always worked that way. 

If you think that your “White guilt” and saying “I’m sorry for existing” is going to change the 

world, you are sadly mistaken.  

When/if the so-called “minorities” in this country become the majority and control the 

politics, do not expect them to have Affirmative Action for Whites. To see your minority 

future, study what is now happening in South Africa and Zimbabwa. Or read about Haiti in 

1811 or thereabouts. 

AGayMaleTooBusyListeningToEllieGouldingsNewAlbumToCare said:  

I’m sorry all your names are just so fantastic, I had to be part of this. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@anti-white racist 

Did you know that you are a white genocide survivor? That’s right. Making White people feel 

like s*&% about our history, despite all the good that we have done, is part of white 

genocide.  

By ‘genocide’ we mean the destruction of an ethnic group . . . . Generally speaking, 

genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when 

accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a 

coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of 

the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. The 

objectives of such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social institutions, of 

culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national 

groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and even the 

lives of the individuals belonging to such groups . . ..  
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-Raphael Lemkin 

Did you hear that? Destroying the “national feelings” and “dignity” of White Americans is 

genocidal. That is just one example of how White genocide is being carried out. 

Just a white anti-racist said:  

To the Towson University Administration: These are the people who’s views you support by 

allowing a platform for Jared Taylor and the WSU in the name of “civil discourse” and 

“cultural diversity.” I hope you rest easy knowing that you didn’t provide free accomaoations 

for these people, but instead charged them and profited from their ridiculous spectacle. 

And how nice it was of you to offer them a discounted rate! I also hope that you are 

prepared for a wave of transfer applications from students who would rather their tuition not 

go towards providing facilities for white supremacists. 

Signed,  

Towson Drop-Out as of last night. 

Racially tolerant mom of accepting child said:  

Just wondering, which genocide did I commit when I married my white husband and had 

my hybrid baby? Did I destroy your national feelings or the dignity of white America? 

And how much would his cookie cost at the bake sale? $1.50?  

PS- You’re welcome for tainting your race with AWESOME 

WHY-YOU-MAD-DOU?! said:  

I watched the debate last night and pretty much fell in line with everything Obama had in 

mind. So I’m getting a goddamn cookie for 50 cents! 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@tolerantmom 

Go figure. You must think your white husband is handsome, because you married him. Yet 

because of your actions, a white family will never be formed. You seem to very pleased with 

yourself for helping to bring about a future with no white children. A WSU is needed exactly 

for the purpose of making sure that, in the future, white men show more pride in their race 

than your husband has. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

Why don’t you make an argument instead of calling people names? What have we said 

that is untrue? Oh right nothing. You just don’t like people who disagree with white 
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genocide propaganda. 

Tolerant Mom said:  

It’s okay, tons of white babies are made everyday. I watch 16 & Pregnant. Don’t worry, 

they’re around. 

RacistsareHilarious said:  

@Justawhitemom 

I’m so glad you’ve held onto the idea of racial purity and a nice white family from the great 

country of Caucasia. I hear that whole racial purity thing worked out well in the UK, so uh.. 

good luck with that. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Tolerant Mom 

You sound like someone who goes into a candy bar and steaks a kit kat, and says “but 

don’t worry there’s lots more in the store.” Again, thanks for doing your part to wipe an 

entire race of people off the Earth. 

WHY-YOU-MAD-DOU?! said:  

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

Anonymous Amren said:  

@Racially tolerant mom of accepting child, 

I don’t know what race you are, but if a significant percentage of your race continue to marry 

white people and have children with white people instead of your own race, then eventually 

your race will become more and more diluted until it no longer exists. So you will be slowly 

committing genocide against your own race. You will also be doing the same thing to white 

people. 

You didn’t singlehandedly destroy the national feelings or dignity of white America, but you 

are slowly helping to undermine it. 

Heimbach didn’t create the bake sale system. It’s a metaphor for the system that people 

like you created. For example, it costs a White Student Union $3,600 to hold a meeting, but 

it costs nothing for a Black Student Union to do the same thing. So you are the ones that 

would know best what the cost for your baby would be. It’s most likely that your baby would 

claim to be whatever would get them the best deal and completely deny the half of 

themselves that would make the price higher, much like Barack Obama does. 

PS. Your PS makes no sense. 

http://amren.com/
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Tolerant Mom said:  

I don’t steak candy. It sounds like a delicious concept, but no. 

White isn’t a race. Race is a concept. Your ignorance, however, is a real thing. You can use 

pseudo-facts and hate-based science to substantiate your malarkey, but at the end of the 

day, you’re spewing nonsense.  

White Genocide is utter foolishness, not unlike the argument used by Hitler during the 

Holocaust. That was a thing, too. I know it may be hard for you to understand, but that 

happened. 

RacistsareHilarious said:  

@justawhitemom 

That’s funny, I saw hundreds of white people today, and I see quite a few right now all of 

whom were pretty proud of their race and their nation until super intelligent bigots like 

yourself learned how to use the internet. Genocide? You keep using that word, I do not 

think it means what you think it means. 

irrelephant said:  

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

You just compared stealing candy to racial diversity. 

So, there’s that. 

Tolerant Mom said:  

Hey, Amren, 

Your ancestors married and reproduced with members of “different races.” Irish, Italian, 

Polish, etc were all considered second- class white races at one point. White is not a race. 

The White Race is not a thing. You are an amalgamation of race-mixing; all members of 

this alleged “White Race” are products of the very thing you accuse me of. Furthermore, the 

groups to which some of you belong would not be granted membership to “white unions” 

of yesteryear based on your lineage. Poppycock. 

WHY-YOU-MAD-DOU?! said:  

Calling her out: TOLERANT MOM IS WHITE HERSELF 
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….she used malarkey in a sentence. 

irrelephant said:  

I hate when White people bring races across the ocean against their free will, after 

emigrating and destroying the existing culture and complain about the race they brought 

over snuffing them out. Geez. This is totally a problem. 

Is it too soon to say White power? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Tolerant Mom 

What exactly are pseudo-facts and “hate-based science”? Truth is what it is. Whether you 

like it or not has nothing to do with the matter. 

White Genocide is absolutely a fact. It is an open conspiracy: 

Among other things, genocide is “deliberately imposing on a group conditions of life 

calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part.” Swamping ALL white 

countries with non-whites and forcing whites to integrate with them and breaking down 

their ethnic identity so they intermarry with non-whites is genocide. Even more than that, 

white taxpayers are actually forced to economically support their own ethnic replacements. 

Why are there Somali families living in Sweden right now collecting welfare? They are 

clearly not there to do a job Swedes won’t do. They are there for one reason only, to destroy 

the Swedish nation.  

If you don’t believe me, consider the following quote by UN Migration Chief Peter 

Sutherland: 

“But if the European example is much poorer in terms of the integration of workers into 

their society, in terms of their getting jobs, that is related to the fact that the United States or 

Australia and New Zealand are migrant societies and therefore accommodate more 

readily those from other backgrounds than we do ourselves, who still nurse a sense of our 

homogeneity and difference from others, which is precisely what the European Union, in 

my view, should be doing its best to undermine.” 

Are you going to sit here and tell me that is not an open admission of a conspiracy to 

commit genocide in ALL white countries? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@irrelephant 

Intermarriage is not racial diversity. Intermarriage destroys racial diversity. It takes two 

white parents to make a white baby. But then when you say “diversity” you don’t mean white 

people do you? “Diversity” is really just a code word for less white people isn’t it? 

Anonymous Amren said:  

@Tolerant Mom, the majority of 16-year-olds falling pregnant are non-white. TV shows are 

http://amren.com/
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forced to cover up that reality in the name of political correctness, so they give a false idea 

of what it’s like. 

In fact, in the United States white babies are already a minority, due to the greedy and 

irresponsible actions of some other races, even though it’s white people that will end up 

paying for many of those babies. 

Having a minority of white babies around is not enough to ensure the survival of white 

societies. That white minority will need to be allowed to have basic human rights, like 

forming student unions, that everyone else takes for granted. 

And you should not call yourself tolerant unless you are prepared to tolerate the white 

minority organising their own student unions. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Irrelephant 

That’s interesting. So you think whites deserve to be “snuffed out”? Oh well at least your 

honest. Do you think Irish children deserve to snuffed out too? How about Polish children? 

Greek children? 

Anonymous said:  

Why is the TUPD launching an investigation into the brave people who actually spoke out 

against this white supremacist? Launch an investigation INTO the white supremacist as 

well as his cronies who brought him to speak at Towson in the first place. I totally agree 

with the above poster who said that you people are quite simply delusional. Instead of 

trying to excise immigrants and people of color (and, I guess, also the people of color who 

lived here BEFORE any white people did), you should quarantine yourselves before you 

start a genocide. Your white privilege is so blinding that you actually think you are being 

oppressed through your roles as oppressors. 

Oh, and to Just a white mom–you are the creme de la creme of these comments, 

congratulations–you really think white people BUILT America? Are you kidding me? How 

about all of the black people upon whose backs this ENTIRE country as we know it was 

founded? Is that some kind of sick joke? Have you even heard of slavery? How about all of 

the cheap immigrant labor that keeps our exploitative economy running? I mean, what do 

you MEAN “what other race exists to build civilizations”? Clearly, white people think that all 

other people exist to do exactly that. But to white supremacists, people of color aren’t even 

people, so I guess that doesn’t matter to you. 

Not that it matters, but I’m white as f**king snow and my ancestors came over on the 

Mayflower. After reading these comments, I sure wish they never had. You make me 

ashamed of my skin color. YOU are what is diluting and destroying “white values” by 

polluting them with your deluded victim complexes. No wonder people of color hate white 

people. 

george wells said:  

When we have: Africa for Africans, Asia for Asians, White Countries for Everybody, what do 

we have overtime? 

We have solid Black only and Solid Asian only countries, exclusively for Blacks and Asians, 
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based upon exclusive genetics and culture. Culture is respected and so tolerable to these 

groups. They do not need to tolerate massive inflows of invaders and made to tolerate 

foreign cultures. 

We have more and more non-whites in White countries since the right of Whites to 

exclusive territory is denied them. 

We have fewer and fewer White people. 

How is this not White genocide? 

Anti-racist is a codeword for anti-white. 

When we mix more non-whites and fewer Whites in the same living space, what do we 

get? 

In time, White extinction. Its called White genocide because this does not happen by 

chance. It is being forced upon Whites just like a rapist does not take no for an answer. 

How is this not so? How is this not White genocide? 

Anti-racist is a codeword for anti-white. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Irrelephant 

Whites need not apologize for slavery. That debt has been repaid several times over. How 

many blacks do you suppose wouldn’t even be alive today without whitey’s medical 

techology? More blacks have immigrated here to this country, made great by the white 

man, than were brought over as slaves. The white man has done so much for humanity 

there is nothing the rest of the world could ever do for us that would even begin to repay the 

debt. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Tolerant Mom 

If you think there is no such thing as a white race, you should inform your university that 

they are acting unscientifically when they categorize people on the basis of race, and I 

suspect discriminate against whites to achieve “diversity” and “equity.”  

Also, tell blacks they shouldn’t have a student union because there is no such thing as 

race. Do you have a La Raza (The Race) chapter at your school. Go tell them they’re an 

imaginary “social construct.” They will laugh at you. They know their racial interests and will 

organize to defend them. So wlll we regardless of what you think. 

La White Raza said:  

Why don’t whites just leave the minorities alone? 

Don’t like minorities because you are white? Go start your own colleges or restaurants. 

Leave us alone. Whites should have their own apartments or suburbs so the minorities 

won’t be assaulted or insulted or beaten. 
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Whites are odd. All the minorities like diversity and the benefits or multi-cultural society. 

Whites won’t leave the minorities alone so PLEASE WHTIE PEOPLE, go away. 

Whites, start your own towns where you can all live with your racists hate and violence. 

LEAVE US MINORITY people alone !!!! 

TU Senior said:  

All of the TUPD are old. They all have white hair. 

Black Swan said:  

@ just a white anti-racist: 

Meanwhile, back on planet earth. 

You are just SILLY! 

You’ve spent so much of your life listening to and actually believing the crap that Mommy 

Professor puts out that you’re beyond seeing what’s in front of your face. 

When and where did you first start hating Whites? 

Only those who have OUTGROWN their Mommy Professor ”education” can see the 

obvious: 

No one is calling for African or Asian countries to flood themselves with unassimable 

“others,” this is only demanded of White countries. Why don’t you take your act to China or 

Japan and tell them there is too much Asian privilege there and they need to open up their 

borders to Third World Africans in the name of “tolerance” and “diversity?” 

What’s amazing is that anyone one takes sick, White-hating wackos like you seriously. 

You win the prize today: You are officially now a militant idiot of the anti-White kind. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Anonymous 

I’m sorry you hate your own people. I need to set you straight on a few things. First of all, it 

is not white people who are dehumanizing whites, it is YOU who are dehumanizing us. 

Indeed, you are using blatantly genocidal rhetoric against whites. 

According to Genocide Watch, “polarization” is stage 5 of genocide. That is what you are 

doing when you say we have “white privilege” and “oppress” those innocent “people of 

color”, a term that is clearly designed to isolate whites from anyone else.  

How come when Jews or Asians succeed its “achievement” and “contribution” and “talent” 

and “ambition” but when whites do well its “privilege”?  

Again, if blacks are the reason this country is what it is, then why are there no First World 

superpowers in Africa? Why does Norway have one of the best standards of living in the 

world even though they never had slaves. A group of whites shipwrecked on the Falkland 

Islands managed to build a great society with no black people. Go figure.  

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 
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Black Swan said:  

Africa for Africans – perfectly normal. Asia for Asians – perfectly normal. 

White countries for EVERYONE – perfectly normal. 

White colonisation – OPPRESSION 

non-white colonisation – DIVERSITY 

US 1910 – 90% White European 

US 2012 – 65% White European –  

IT’S GENOCIDE!!! 

Anonymous said:  

Oh, so Jews aren’t white now? Interesting. 

“Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white” then I guess we should take off the “anti-s” and 

you can really own up to what you are… and this might be a shock to you… a … RACIST. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

La White Raza 

Thats all we ask. Leave us alone to be with our own people.  

White people rarely assault, insult, and beat non-whites. In fact its so rare, that the anti-

white media actually invents white-on-nonwhite crime to demonize us. Remember Trayvon 

Martin, the Duke rape hoax. In the real world, white Norwegian girls are being terrorized by 

a world class rape epidemic. Oslo’s rape rate is six times that of New York City thanks to 

all that vibrant diversity. In 2011, even politically correct Norwegian television had to admit 

that ALL RAPES in the last five years had been committed by “non-Western” immigrants. 

Of course we’re used to it here in the US. In the United States in 2005, 37,460 white 

females were sexually assaulted or raped by a black man, while between zero and ten 

black females were sexually assaulted or raped by a white man per DOJ.  

Stop hating us on whites. Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

white anti racist said:  

@ Black Swan 

You forgot a couple notches on your eliminationist timeline: 

1491 – 0% White European 

1860 – 32% Black slaves  

Fixed it for you! 
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OBSERVER said:  

Black Congressional Congress = Good 

White Congressional Congress = Bad 

B.E.T. = good 

W.E.T. = bad 

Historical Black Colleges = good 

Historical White Colleges = bad 

Why is this? Blacks can’t stand the thought of a white area, a white college, a white city 

where they can’t live. Why is that? Because an all black area, country, or college is a 

disaster. 

Blacks want what whites want…..to live around whites. And, why is that?Because whites 

created a better civilization than Blacks. The world proves it. 

I will be the first to admit that MOST WHITES ARE RACIST, and folks, we whites are more 

racists than you think. The majority of whites keep their mouths shut be they can’t stand 

Blacks. So, why do you Blacks want to be around us? 

Blacks know whites are evil, nasty racists. You accuse us all the time. AND WE ARE. So, 

why do you want to be around us? You sued us to get into Univ. of Alabama (a real racists 

place). You sued us to get into WHITE restaurants. You sued us to force yourself upon us. 

Why? 

Which one of us is more sick? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Anonymous 

Some Jews think of themselves as white and love Western Civilization, but some do not. 

Many Jews hate whites. Listen to what anti-white par excellence had to say about us white 

folks: 

“Hannibal. . . had been the favourite hero of my later school days. . . . I began to understand 

for the first time what it meant to belong to an alien race . . . the figure of the semitic general 

rose still higher in my esteem. To my youthful mind Hannibal and Rome symbolized the 

conflict between the tenacity of Jewry and the organisation of the Catholic Church . . .” 

“I must confess…that your fantasy about the birth of the Savior to a mixed union did not 

appeal to me at all. The Lord, in that anti-Jewish period, had him born from the superior 

Jewish race. But I know these are my prejudices.” 

“I am, as you know, cured of the last shred of my predilection for the Aryan cause, and 

would like to take it that if the child turned out to be a boy he will develop into a stalwart 

Zionist. He or she must be dark in any case, no more towheads. Let us banish all these 

will-o’-the-wisps!” 

And Freud’s modern day disciple Al Goldstein 

“The only reason that Jews are in pornography is that we think that Christ sucks. 

Catholicism sucks. We don’t believe in authoritarianism. Pornography thus becomes a 

way of defiling Christian culture and, as it penetrates to the very heart of the American 

mainstream (and is no doubt consumed by those very same WASPs), its subversive 
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character becomes more charged…” 

Remember, disintegration of culture and religion for the group of destroying a racial or 

ethnic group in whole or in part is GENOCIDE according to Raphael Lemkin, the man who 

invented the term genocide. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

No one can change what happened to the Indians. Like I said, at least whites gave them 

reservations where they could live among their own people.  

Do you think Turkish children deserve genocide because their ancestors displaced the 

Anatolian Greeks? Yes or no? 

Black Swan said:  

@ white anti-racist: 

You are a hypocrite. You are also dumb. You need to sue your Mommy Professor and get 

your money back for brainwashing you. 

American Anti-Whites like you are programmed to use the American Indian issue, to justify 

open borders in the USA.  

Every nation on earth was founded by conquest, genocide and dispossession of the 

aboriginal inhabitants. 

Yet White-haters wish the same fate for Whites as what happened to the so called “Native 

Americans.” 

That is the very definition of a hypocrite. 

When anti-Whites say “White people stole land” they are saying land is racial property. 

You anti-Whites are not telling any non-Whites that they don`t belong in their own countries 

because their ancestors took the land from other non-whites centuries ago. 

Why are anti-White Whites so *shakes head* effing dumb? 

TolerantMom said:  

Sorry, I had to rehydrate. Because your ignorance made me vomit.  

Statistics can be used to illustrate literally ANYTHING. Therefore, I consider them 

meaningless for the point of this argument. 

Observer, stop. Just stop. I don’t know what you’ve observed or when, but you are 

apparently imposing suppositions and personal beliefs on these observations. In short, 

you’re wrong. 

Ivan said:  

I love how the Towerlight continues to publish this shit as if it were real news. They keep 

gaining attention from all the trolls i.e. JustAWhiteMom, Black Swan, etc. just to gain 
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readership.  

For the record, I have never heard of a European claiming that they are white. What these 

idiots fail to understand, we take pride in our heritage, not our color. When I speak to my 

English friends, they refer to themselves as English. When I talk to my Spaniard friends, 

they refer to themselves as Spaniards. When I talk to my German friends, they refer to 

themselves as German. Not one of these European groups refers to themselves as white.  

Pride for your culture is not a bad thing, pride for the color of your skin is…and the boo-

hoos because someone called you a honkie (I didn’t know that term was still used…isn’t 

that soooo 1980s?), really? The shit you spew out is far worse than being called a 

honkie…Dropping the N-bomb in private, we know you do. Just look at what you write in 

here. 

Basically what I’m saying is that their argument is a matter of semantics that they don’t 

even understand themselves. The ‘pro-white’ individuals above have nothing better to do 

than sit in front of the cum-pu-tors and ramble on about how they are dying off and that 

everyone under the sun is anti-white. They claim genocide for a color. A color, but that’s 

what it boils down to…us verse them. They have a Black Student Union…we should have a 

White Student Union. 

The use of unintelligent rhetoric displayed by the ‘pro-white’ individuals above is tiresome, 

banal, and childish. Who are you trying to sell your ideas to? It’s obvious that there are a 

select few of individuals at this university who believe the same jargon you do…so who are 

you trying to ‘educate’? Really. Save your ideas for the next KKK meeting.  

If you were really vested in your heritage, have a European-American Student Group…why 

focus on the ‘white’ aspect of it. 

I’m not anti-white, I’m anti-stupidity. There’s a difference. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@TolerantMom 

“Sorry, I had to rehydrate. Because your ignorance made me vomit.  

Statistics can be used to illustrate literally ANYTHING. Therefore, I consider them 

meaningless for the point of this argument. 

Observer, stop. Just stop. I don’t know what you’ve observed or when, but you are 

apparently imposing suppositions and personal beliefs on these observations. In short, 

you’re wrong.” 

Look how the truth about white genocide reduces anti-whites to meaningless babble. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Ivan 

Its not just skin color. The first Indian who buys a trattoria in Rome and turns it into a curry 

shop is enrichment. When it keeps happening dozens and dozens of times, it is not 

enrichment but imperialism, and it is not just “skin color.” 

Everyone knows that different ethnicities change neighborhoods and countries in ways that 

have nothing to do with skin color. Anyway, what if it is? What is wrong with wanting to 

preserve white people? 
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But even more importantly it may not just be skin color. A Chinese geneticist named Joan 

Ciao found that British free-wheeling individualism and Chinese conformity may be caused 

by genetic differences between the two groups. You don’t know what you are messing with. 

I would think a little caution would be in order before getting rid of a whole race of people. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Ivan 

Non-whites have no interest in preserving Western culture. Do you think that North African 

Muslims will have any interest in studying Cervantes when they are a majority in Spain? 

Well, of course not because Cervantes wrote from a Christian perspective for Christians. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

We are trying to educate white-and-normal people for education about white genocide. We 

are also targeting non-white sympathizers. There are many anti-white-genocide non-

whites who recognize our contribution to humanity and want us to prosper. 

white anti racist said:  

@ Black Swan 

“Every nation on earth was founded by conquest, genocide and dispossession of the 

aboriginal inhabitants.” 

k…so by your reasoning, horribly oppressed white people should just give in to the evil, 

colonizing forces of multiculturalism because might = right, right? And in your own words, 

this is originally a “white country,” right? And these other races and cultures currently hold 

the power to oppress white people, which means that their power gives them the right to, 

right?  

And *poof*, the racists vanished in a cloud of their own logic.  

“That is the very definition of a hypocrite.” – Black Swan 

Ivan said:  

But yet JustAWhite mom, you’re making it about skin color. Your so-called logic is moronic. 

If you were really that concerned about white genocide, get your ass out from behind the 

computer screen and actually do something. Fly to South Africa and take a stance. Oh wait, 

that would actually require you to be productive. Did you go to Towson? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

You are the one who said white children deserve genocide because of the Native 

Americans. Now you are saying whites didn’t do anything wrong because might=right and 
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then use that principle to justify white genocide. Which is it? You can’t have it both ways. 

I have made my position clear. I do believe that the Native Americans were treated unjustly, 

and in recompense they were given reservations to prevent them vanishing altogether as a 

result of assimilation. That is the least they deserved. Any suggestion of a place for whites 

to live is called “racist” and “white supremacist.” No one thinks that Indians who live on 

reservations are “Indian supremacists”. That is because this whole “racism” schtick is 

nothing more than a demand that whites accept our own anihilation. Nothing more, nothing 

less. 

white anti racist said:  

@ whitemom 

Ok, so lets stick all you white separatists on some shitty land (Texas perhaps?) where you 

didn’t grow up and have no affinity with, then use every weapon of oppression we have 

against you so you have to start selling novelty confederate flags and charge visitors a 

couple bucks to see roadside “AUTHENTIC KKK RALLY” performances because you can’t 

feed yourself otherwise. Sound like a plan? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

You have not answered my question whether you think Turkish children deserve genocide 

in return for the conquest and displacement of Anatolian Greeks. Do you think that Libyans 

deserve genocide because the Barbary pirates enslaved over a million European children 

in the early modern period? You don’t believe in collective punishment for anyone but 

whites, do you? That’s because you aren’t anti-racist you’re anti-white. 

Ant-racist is just a code word for anti-white. 

white anti racist said:  

“Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.” 

White pride is a (sic) code word for shameful disgrace to white people. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

Now you are saying whites didn’t do enough for the Indians. That may be true, and I have 

no objection to Indians advocating for themselves to get their due as indigenous peoples, 

but the fact remains that whites made this country great and we have every right to a future 

on this continent.  

Besides, how do you justify white genocide in Norway, Ireland, Italy, and everywhere else 

whites live? You keep trying to limit the discussion to the US. White genocide is global. I 

have given you clear evidence of an ongoing conspiracy to destroy all white nations. Here 

is more evidence: 
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“Our most important task ahead is to deconstruct the majority, and we must deconstruct 

them so thoroughly that they will never be able to call themselves the majority again.” 

Norwegian social anthropologist Thomas Hylland Eriksen 

What’s your excuse for white genocide in Norway, anti-white? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

“White pride is a (sic) code word for shameful disgrace to white people.” 

That says it all. In other words, the only good white is a self-hating white, according to you, 

is that so anti-white? 

white anti racist said:  

I do believe I’m winning in the eyes of “the majority” by your responses alone, so do, 

please keep going! 

Ward Kendall said:  

I am not a student, either at Towson or elsewhere. However, I am a white nationalist. As 

such, I do not expect non-whites to understand or agree to the reasons for a White Student 

Union. I expect them to fully oppose it, in fact, since it in no way benefits them. On the other 

hand, whites themselves should at least understand why other whites feel the need to 

organize in this fashion. Simply by visiting amazon.com and picking up a copy of my novel 

“Hold Back This Day”, you will obtain a full an immediate grasp as to why. Remember, 

white students: it has never been a positive thing to be a racial minority. Do you really 

believe it will be any different when you’re one? 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Ward Kendall 

Greetings Mr. Kendall. 

Isn’t it funny how anti-whites are always harping about how bad it is to be a minority in a 

traditionally white country. They say we need anti-discrimination and “hate speech” and 

“hate crime” laws to protect them from the majority.  

Then they turn around and DEMAND that whites accept minority status in ALL white 

countries.  

They must either (1) not really believe it is bad to be a minority, (2) believe non-whites are 

superior and therefore would never persecute a white minority, or (3) hope for whites to be 

persecuted because they hate us. 

There is no other logical explanation for anti-whites’ demand for white genocide. 

http://www.amazon.com/Hold-Back-This-Ward-Kendall/dp/1477681590/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1345678269&sr=1-3&keywords=hold+back+this+day
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white anti racist said:  

Actually, you people are right. The more of your garbage responses I read, the more I am 

becoming pro-white genocide. 

Erwin said:  

Jared Taylor is a Zionist apologist. His website has nothing at all to say about the Zionist 

agenda of enslaving not just America, but the whole world. 

NorthernWind said:  

I would love for someone to explain to me why a White Student Union is not acceptable. 

How would the existence of a White Student Union harm anyone? 

I am also perplexed by people not understanding what White means. Regardless of who 

was considered “White” in the past, we all understand that nowadays “White” is just 

another way of saying a “person of European descent”. Just like “Black” means a person of 

African descent. Notice how we don’t call Indians “Black” or Japanese people “White”. 

Indians have dark skin, Japanese people are no darker than Italians. 

Allow students of European descent to found a Union for themselves if they want to. 

Preventing them from doing so on the basis that they are “White” IS discrimination. 

Harumphty Dumpty said:  

Nobody is saying Africa needs diversity. 

Nobody is saying Asia needs diversity. 

They are already 100% diverse. 

People are only telling white children in white countries that they need diversity. 

White Countries will be 100% diverse when there are no white people left. 

Diversity is a code word for white genocide. 

Anti-racist is a code-word for anti-White. 

Classiccom said:  

It is a shame that blacks have been programmed to hate whites for the last 50 years. 50 

years of anti-white discrimination and now 40 years of Roe vs. Wade – Amerika has 

become a wasteland morally, financially and culturally. Divide and conquer while the 

bankers laugh all the way to the Cayman islands and America’s factories were sent to 

China. MLK & diversity was a smokescreen. The Chinese must be laughing their asses off 

at the MLK statue they delivered to Washington, D.C. 

Harumphty Dumpty said:  

http://whitegenocideproject.com/
http://whitegenocideproject.com/
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Anti-whites are flooding EVERY white country and ONLY white countries with non-whites, 

and legally forcing whites to integrate with them so as to “assimilate,” i.e. intermarry and be 

blended out of existence. 

Flooding and forced assimilation is genocide when it’s done against the Tibetans in Tibet, 

and it’s genocide when it’s done against whites in white countries. 

It’s genocide by U.N. definition. 

The people carrying out white genocide say they are anti-racist, but what they are is anti-

white! 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white! 

Just a heads up said:  

First of all, I’m white…and this group and these comments are horrid. Educate yourselves. 

Secondly, you’re a little late. UC Berkeley did the race bake sale last year. Get a new 

controversial idea, would you. 

E Pluribus Pluribus said:  

Commendations to all commenters for lively, intelligent debate. One point as regards the 

fate of the Indians (native-Americans) and white agency in their demise ought to be 

understood in the context of a long-standing taboo among scientists: recognition of that 

inter-group competition among our ancestors was the norm and that we are all descended 

from “winning groups.” If our ancestors were not descendants of winning groups in 

theoften fierce inter-group conflicts of remote history over resources and land, none of us 

would be here. 

In his BookTV.org presentation on his new book, The Righteous Mind: Why Good People 

are Divided by Politics and Religion, author and social scientist Jonathan Haidt describes 

this powerful taboo 

QUESTION (from audience): . . . You talk a little bit about group selection . . . the dynamics 

of group selection and religion . . . as an adaptive trait to make groups work together. I just 

wonder what your thoughts are on the source of that. Is that something . . . genetic, within a 

group? 

HAIDT: “. . . The general story here is that in the social sciences there has been a lot of 

effort in the last 40 or 50 years to simplify things, to adopt . . . Newtonian methods of the 

physical sciences and start with first principles — individuals maximizing their self interest 

— and then build up and show how individuals might cooperate in order to maximize their 

self-interest. You can get pretty far with that, but I don’t think you can go all the way. 

In my book I explain why you need to see evolution working on multiple levels: Genes 

compete with genes. Individuals compete with individuals. And groups compete with 

groups . . . But the idea that groups compete with groups and that we are descended from 

winning groups, that has been a heresy in scientific circles since the 1960s so very few 

evolutionary theorists will talk about that.” 

(Jonathan Haidt, BookTV.org presentation of The Righteous Mind, March 21, 2012; the 

exchange occurs between 1:02:45 and 1:04:40 on the video): 
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Harumphty Dumpty said:  

@ E Pluribus Pluribus: 

“But the idea that groups compete with groups and that we are descended from winning 

groups, that has been a heresy in scientific circles since the 1960s…” 

Right, along with many other truths that have been banned from the liturgy of our new state 

religion, Our Most Holy Church of Political Correctness, Mother of all Good and Saintly 

things. 

Nothing is more plainly visible in the world today than the fierce competition that is taking 

place between human groups, and any non-white person who is reading this knows that 

instinctively. 

Whites once knew it too, before The Holy Church of PC that now rules our colleges and 

other institutions erased the ability of whites to perceive raw reality. 

Including today’s reality that anti-racist is a code word for anti-white! 

Thomas said:  

How should we “educate” ourselves heads up? Perhaps we should educate ourselves as 

tolerant mom has. She does not even know that White is a race, but believes it is a “social 

construct.” Some education. If this is your idea of “educated,” then no thanks. 

Nevertheless, I digress. Since Whites are rapidly approaching minority status, when will it 

be permissible for us to enjoy the benefits of a White organization on campus? Moreover, 

why do non-whites seem to believe our desire to gather amongst our fellow race is about 

them? To all diversity, this is not about you; we do not care about you! Get over yourselves! 

Talk about an overinflated sense of self-rightesnous!  

Additionally, we do not need your permission or have any obligations to explain anything to 

you. So long as you have La Raza, MEcHA, black student union, Asian student union, 

Jewish student union, etc.,- and a host of other clubs predicated on race/ethnicity- you have 

no legal or moral authority to dictate to us what we can or cannot do. Fortunately, White 

Americans are awakening to the overt hatred and racism directed towards us, in many 

cases, by the so-called “educated” members of academia and their disciples. 

Mike said:  

@Northern Wind 

“I am also perplexed by people not understanding what White means. Regardless of who 

was considered “White” in the past, we all understand that nowadays “White” is just 

another way of saying a “person of European descent”. Just like “Black” means a person of 

African descent.” 

Are you sure? President Barack Obama has one parent of European descent and one 

parent of African descent. Most black people consider him black. Do most white people 

consider him white? 

Do you now see a difference between the definitions of blackness and whiteness? Do you 

see that blackness is based on inclusion of other heritages, whereas whiteness is based 

on exclusion of other heritages? Do you see, therefore, why a White Student Union would 

encourage division in a way that a Black Student Union would not? 

http://whitegenocideproject.com/
http://amren.com/
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Just A Jezebel said:  

Let me start by affirming my opposition to racism, homophobia, and trans – phobia. I 

believe that adults should be able to live the way they so desire. Societal conventions 

shouldn’t constrain adults from expressing their individuality. Having made that claim, I 

firmly believe in the harm – principle. For those who don’t know of this noble doctrine, I will 

refer to its greatest representative: John Stuart Mill. According to Mill, “That principle [i.e. 

harm principle] is, that the sole end for which mankind are warranted, individually or 

collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action of any of their number, is self – protection. 

That the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a 

civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good, either 

physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do or 

forbear because it will be better for him to do so, because it will make him happier, 

because, in the opinions of others, to do so would be wise, or even right… The liberty of 

expressing and publishing opinions may seem to fall under a different principle, since it 

belongs to that part of the conduct of an individual which concerns other people; but being 

almost of as much importance as the liberty of thought itself…” (Mill – On Liberty).  

Mill’s principle certainly applies to Matthew Heimbach’s group, the White Student Union. As 

long as the White Student Union does not physically harm individuals, by law (i.e. the 

Constitution), Heimbach should be able to coordinate activities and meet with his 

members.  

To peacefully conduct one’s self, and express an opinion, appears to be quite difficult for 

members of various organizations. On Tuesday, I observed a large contingent of protesters 

marching through campus. By law, they have every right to assemble non – violently, but 

the same standard should be applied to the White Student Union. As I calmly expressed 

the aforementioned opinions to these protesters, I was given a barrage of expletives, and 

was told to leave their presence.  

I am writing to express my opinions, and to discuss the immaturity, intolerance, and bigotry 

conducted by the protesters. Their bigotry and “mob mentality” shone as I expressed my 

views. The very ideals that these protesters opposed, were fully exercised during my brief 

conversation. Nowhere did I observe equality, tolerance, or compassion for those with 

differing viewpoints. 

Harumphty Dumpty said:  

@ Mike:  

And you believe your analysis justifies a future without any white children? 

Thomas said:  

Um, could any sane person not realize that flooding ALL & ONLY White countries with non-

Whites and telling everyone to “assimilate” to create a blended humanity is White 

genocide? Africa will still be full of Africans and Asia will still be full of Asians. Only White 

children suffer from this insanity. It is genocide plain and simple! Anti-racist is a codeword 

for anti-White. 

http://whitegenocideproject.com/
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NorthernWind said:  

@ Mike 

No I don’t see the problem. Obama is considered Black because he looks like he is of 

African descent. When a White person and Black person engage in miscegenation the 

child usually more closely resembles the Black parent. Again, he looks Black regardless of 

his skin color. Nobody mistakenly identifies him as Indian. It’s easy to tell an albino Black 

person apart from a White person too. 

Spare me the critical race theory stuff. The Black Student Union or Latino Student Union for 

example, do not consider Norwegians or Koreans as people they are fighting for. There is 

nothing inclusionary about any ethnicity or race based student union. If I visited the Black 

Student Union do you think that they would look past my pale skin? No, I’ve tried. Does the 

Congressional Black Caucus accept White people who are committed to helping the Black 

community and Black interests? The answer is no. 

“Blackness” and “Whiteness” are meaningless concepts when applied to modern human 

society. I cringe whenever someone brings them up. But since you brought this up let me 

end with a quote from David Horowitz which hints at why a White Student Union might 

actually be necessary, especially for the future. 

“Black studies celebrates blackness, Chicano studies celebrates Chicanos, women’s 

studies celebrates women, and white studies attacks white people as evil.” 

White people are allowed to be proud of their heritage as well. 

Social Construction said:  

I’m pretty sure y’all just got trolled by this dumbass Jason Taylor or whatever just 

pretending to be multiple people. C’mon, folks, is this your first day on the Internet? Don’t 

let yourself get baited, it’s not worth it. 

Ivan said:  

Morons. 

Anonymous said:  

^You’re right. It’s painfully apparent that these posts are made by one (or maybe two or 

three) bigots pretending to be likeminded individuals. It’s really despicable. I doubt these 

people even go to Towson and were probably sent over by this guy’s website or 

something. But that doesn’t mean Towson didn’t allow for this white supremacist to come 

and speak, and didn’t profit off it. 

Mike said:  

@Northen Wind 

“Obama is considered Black because he looks like he is of African descent.” 
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Place Obama among Kenyans and it is obvious that he has European descent. 

Nevertheless black people accept him as their own, whereas white people do not. This is 

what I am drawing attention to. 

“The Black Student Union or Latino Student Union for example, do not consider 

Norwegians or Koreans as people they are fighting for.” 

Wrong. If a half-Norwegian, half-Nigerian person wished to join any Black Student Union, 

he would be welcome. Similarly if a half-Korean, half-Peruvian person wished to join any 

Latino Student Union, he would be welcome. Only White Student Unions consistently make 

it a point to exclude multiethnic people. 

“White people are allowed to be proud of their heritage as well.” 

Only if they start accepting anyone with European ancestry to be white, regardless of what 

other ancestry they may have. So long as whiteness is about excluding people with non-

European ancestry from their ranks, it is not about pride in European heritage, but about 

looking down on non-European heritage. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

I believe Mr. Heimbach has already said that non-whites who shared the WSU’s mission 

would be welcome in the group.  

That said, you are not white. Whiteness is a phenotypic as well as genetic fact. White is a 

person of overwhelming European descent, including Greeks, Argentines and some 

people in Southeast Brazil, all of whom have some non-white admixture. 

Not only are you not white, but you have a stake in your blackness (affirmative action). Are 

you going to suggest that affirmative action be abolished since virtually all black and 

hispanic Americans have European admixture? I didn’t think so. The Black Student Union 

represents your interest. The White Student Union does not.  

It is for whites to define who we are, and Mr. Heimbach’s right to organize a WSU to fight 

white genocide has nothing to do with whether you think it is “divisive” or whether it hurts 

your feelings. Why are non-whites so obsessed with whether we are “looking down on 

them.” I swear this obsession with white people’s opinion of non-whites suggests an 

inferiority complex. 

Ivan said:  

JustAWhiteMom. Shut up and take care of your kids. That should be the most pressing 

issue…not trolling these these post. Your ignorant. 

Advil said:  

This wont happen in 2030 cuz everyone will mix and we become the GURU race. OOOO 

YEA. Now lets talk about real problems….nuclear problems!!! o.O 

peppermint said:  
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“Is it the duty of every good revolutionary to kill every newborn White baby?” –- A member of 

the Weather Underground 

“The profile of the hate criminal is the white male between 19 and 26.” — Anastasia 

Steinberg 

“The goal of abolishing the white race is on its face so desirable that some may find it hard 

to believe that it could incur any opposition other than from committed white supremacists.” 

— Noel Ignatiev, Harvard Professor 

“We have got to eliminate the gringo, and what I mean by that is if the worst comes to the 

worst, we have got to kill him,” –- Jose Angel Gutierrez, Chicano activist and university 

professor 

“We have to exterminate white people off the face of the planet” -– Kamau Kambon, former 

professor of African-American Studies. 

“White South African women are lower than rats, closer related to plants, just fit enough to 

be raped in an act of genus preservation.” -– Nadine Gordimer 

“You’re (White people) on the endangered list. And unlike, say, the bald eagle or some 

exotic species of muskrat, you are not worth saving. In forty years or so, maybe fewer, there 

won’t be any more white people around.” -– Tim Wise, “anti-racist activist” 

“Mozart, Pascal, Boolean algebra, Shakespeare, parliamentary government, baroque 

churches, Newton, the emancipation of women, Kant, Balanchine ballets, et al. don’t 

redeem what this particular civilization has wrought upon the world. The white race is the 

cancer of human history.” — Susan Sontag, feminist icon 

“[W]e want to convey the sense that the bigots are isolated, embittered individuals, rather 

than permit them to contact and coordinate with one another.” — Professor Jeremy 

Waldron, NYU Law, “The Harm in Hate Speech”, Harvard University Press, 2012 

The anti-whites in this thread demonstrate the need for a white student center. Heimbach 

should formally invoke his white privilege to get it started. 

And Yet It Still Moves said:  

All these “anti-racist” White folks would not hesitate to call Whites inferior if the White race 

had a failure record as long as the non-White races have. 

Hell, they call Whites inferior all the time. Why do they say that? It is because some Whites 

are getting too uppity and asking questions like: Why can’t I enjoy safe, White 

neighborhoods and schools? Why should I settle for ugly, inferior people telling me how to 

live my life? 

It’s like a Star Trek episode with the non-Whites as the Borg saying “Resistance is Futile! 

You Will Be Assimilated!”  

The White Student Union and Amren are like the Federation who are saying “You don’t 

have to take that! You can still pull out of this mess!” 

It is a good thing that the police kept a presence at the talk. For a price of course. It would 

have been free to any other group. 

Idea Woman said:  

Talk about suggestive (deceptive and manipulative) trolling Social Construction and 

Anonymous. Just wishful thinking that it’s just one guy (Jared Taylor) or just a small in-

group of writers here.  

Too many are fed up with the bashing of White-European heritage and peoples that’s been 

going on for the last 40+ years. I can assure you people all across the country agree with 
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Jared Taylor and others like him. Most are silenced by fear of being labeled a racist 

(unreasonably so)and ostracized or losing their jobs for voicing their real opinions. 

Sorry Mike but your so off-base it would take a dissertation to respond to all your half-truths, 

distortions of reality and plain nonsense. 

To me the two things that stand out the most with those commenting here who are against 

the WSU are hypocrisy and double-standards. 

Idea Woman said:  

I forgot to add delusional and indoctrinated to what stands out with those commenting 

against the rights of Whites to voice a common group-based interest and advocate for that 

ethnic/racial grouping.  

Africans, Asians, Indians and every other group has been encouraged and allowed that 

right for a long time now in America, Europe, Australia, New Zealand and others. 

Landsknecht said:  

“JustAWhiteMom. Shut up and take care of your kids. That should be the most pressing 

issue…not trolling these these post. Your (sic) ignorant.” 

Absolutely brilliant reply to JustAWhiteMom’s articulate and well thought out posts there, 

Ivan. Amazing what some facts and hard truths reduce the leftist liberal twits to! 

jesse said:  

As a side note. I just had to laugh when i saw all those old and fat cops running around like 

the keystone cops!!! 

Pandemonium said:  

@ Ivan: 

You need some lessons in spelling and grammar. That you would call someone “ignorant” 

is laughable. 

Eddie Willers said:  

The SPLC are a bunch of rent-seeking clowns who aptly fulfill the prescience of Frederick 

Douglass when he said, “In regard to the colored people,…if the negro cannot stand on his 

own legs, let him fall also. All I ask is, give him a chance to stand on his own legs! Let him 

alone! … Your interference is doing him positive injury.” 

guardian said:  
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I don’t see any controversy, just a white guy wanting a white student union. Deal with it anti-

whites. 

Mike said:  

@JustAWhiteMom 

I oppose affirmative action. Thank you for assuming that I support it. Besides, I am not even 

black! This is the funny thing about you racists: you presume so much about people whom 

you know nothing about. Everything you say reveals your prejudices a bit more. 

Erwin said:  

Once again, Jared Taylor fails miserably. As long as Jews control the media, the banks, 

etc. UNRESTRAINED multiculturalism/diversity you name it will go on. The Jews use 

UNRESTRAINED multiculturalism/diversity to promote THEMSELVES. Why are Jews 

overrepresented at Ivy League schools, when they form less than 2% of the entire US 

population? All they have to do is control the administrations of these places (ex. Lawrence 

Summers) and hide behind “affirmative action.” Before the days of affirmative action and 

“diversity hiring/recruiting”, quotas were used to specifically control Jew numbers. Now, I 

am not entirely against multiculturalism – what I am against is affirmative action and 

UNRESTRAINED multiculturalism/diversity, since the biggest winner, at the end of the day, 

is the Jew. As I said, Jared Taylor fails miserably on these central issues. He even married 

a Jew, so what more do you expect. 

Allegra said:  

To Erwin– so then start another holocaust and deal with those pesky Jews (and black 

people) once and for all, you stupid, ignorant, white-Christian supremacist neo nazi piece 

of sh*t. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

What do you mean when you call me a “racist”? By “racist” you mean any white person who 

wants white people to continue to exist isn’t that so? 

If not, explain to me exactly what you mean by “racist.” 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Allegra 

One of the most distinctive characteristics of white people is our fair-mindedness. When 

other groups tell us that we are doing something that is offensive to them, we hear them 

out, apologize, and often accede to their demands. 
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But when whites have a complaint against other groups, we are accused of harboring 

genocidal fantasies against them and called a bunch of meaningless, nasty names 

designed to silence and belittle us.  

I don’t agree with what Erwin is saying about Mr. Taylor, but he is right about Jews. Some 

Jews are pro-white. They are much appreciated. Unfortunately, the truth is that Jews have 

taken it upon themselves to promote multiculturalism in ALL white countries for their own 

benefit. It really is outrageous meddling in other peoples’ affairs. You accuse Erwin of 

wanting to get rid of Jews, but in reality it is Jews who seem to want to get rid of us whites: 

“I think there is a resurgence of anti-Semitism because at this point in time Europe has not 

yet learned how to be multicultural. And I think we [the Jews] are going to be part of the 

throes of that transformation, which must take place. Europe is not going to be the 

monolithic societies they once were in the last century. Jews are going to be at the centre 

of that. It’s a huge transformation for Europe to make. They are now going into a 

multicultural mode and Jews will be resented because of our leading role.” 

-Barbara Lerner Spectre 

“The non-Europeanization of America is heartening news of an almost transcendent 

quality.” 

-Ben Wattenberg 

“The strengthening of multicultural or diverse Australia is also our most effective insurance 

policy against anti-Semitism. The day Australia has a Chinese Australian Governor 

General I would be more confident of my freedom to live as a Jewish Australian.” 

-Miriam Faine 

Do you think its appropriate for Jews to go around pushing immigration policies designed 

to reduce white children to minority status in ALL white countries? Because that is what 

they have been doing for generations now. They use their media power to cover up non-

white atrocities against whites, suppress dissent from multiculturalism, and even make 

whites feel guilty when non-whites fail to “integrate”.  

Joseph Steinlight admitted that Jews are responsible for white dispossession in “The 

Jewish Stake in America’s Changing Demography.” In that same article, he frets that 

further immigration might undermine US support for the Jewish State. I don’t see how 

people with that kind of chutzpah can look at themselves in the mirror. 

Of course, all these people say they are anti-racist, but what they really are is anti-white. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Mike said:  

@JustAWhiteMom 

“What do you mean when you call me a “racist”?” 

One who practices favoritism to benefit those of similar ethnic background as oneself over 

those of different ethnic backgroud. 

Racism is basically an extended nepotism. Do you now need me to explain to you what 

nepotism is, or why it is bad? 

Mike said:  
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^^ by that logic affirmative action programs are racist. 

Erwin said:  

@ Allegra: 

Yes, I am National Socialist. Contrary to what you have may have been spoon-fed via the 

ZOG educational system, National Socialism is worlds apart from “white supremacy.” Too 

bad ZOG never told you that Indians and Arab Muslims fought in the foreign legions of the 

Waffen SS. Or that the Indian revolutionary, Bose, formed a deal with Hitler to liberate India 

from the British. Or that in 1936, the Reich Cabinet issued a special decree exempting 

Iranians from the restrictions of the Nuremberg Racial Laws on the grounds that they were 

‘pure blooded Aryans.’ Or the many pacts the Nazis formed with the Japanese. But I’m sure 

you know about the “Holocaust” thanks to Steven Spielberg and his Jew crew. You could 

no doubt name half-a-dozen “concentration camps” without pausing to catch your breath. 

You feel nauseated at the thought of “gas chambers” and “millions” of innocent helpless 

Jews going up in smoke. If only you knew about the 10 million Ukranians killed during the 

“Holodomor” by Stalin’s Jewish khazars. Or that the Jews declared war on Germany in 

1933. Or that the Rothschilds financed the Allies (so much for Jewish “loyalty.”) If only you 

knew that Jews were kicked out of 109 civilizations, had a monopoly on usury for centuries, 

invented communism (which is a 100 times worse than fascism), and obtained their 

mythological “homeland” of Israel by way of rendering more than a million Palestinians 

homeless overnight. If only you knew that America is 16 trillion in debt right now because of 

two wars fought for Israel/Jewish bankers and mismanaged economy policy implemented 

by Jews at the “Federal Reserve”, which is immune from any audit. Unfortunately, I cannot 

undo a lifetime of “mis-education.” But I encourage you to read a bit. You just might be 

stunned to learn that Hitler outdid Roosevelt by leaps and bounds when it came to 

economic policy. National Socialist Germany had zero unemployment well before WWII, 

while Roosevelt’s “New Deal” hobbled on towards nowhere (rescued only by WWII-era 

productivity). I could go on, but by now you should be able to see that National Socialism 

does not rely on “white supremacy” to justify its existence. The achievements of the 

National Socialists will live on forever. Just ask NASA, which was pretty much founded by 

Von Braun. 

mike said:  

It is clear that many anti-whites are well “educated” in modern political correctness. 

This is why a white union is needed. There has been only anti-white indoctrination going 

on and it is about time that whites realized that they have rights too. It will be good for all 

races when whites stop grovelling at the false god of political correctness like so many 

creepy anti-whites do on this very thread. 

This anti-white indoctrination is so very strong that it is scary. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

By your definition of “racism” EVERYONE is “racist” EXCEPT whites. Whites were 

bamboozled into adopting color-blind universalism during the 60s. Other races have done 

nothing but take advantage of this ever since. It is very clear that other groups will continue 

to promote their ethnic interests at the expense of whites.  
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Tell me, if I need my house painted, and my son happens to be a painter, do I have to put 

the job out for competitive bidding or can I just hire my son? How about if its not my son but 

my nephew? If I can prefer my nephew, why can’t I prefer my race? Do you know how much 

micro-management is required to prevent favoritism? There is no reason to interfere in 

people’s lives like that. Just leave people alone.  

The only reason white people exist today is that we have historically limited non-white 

immigration and avoided intermarrying with non-whites. Anti-whites say these practices 

were “racist”. So what they are basically saying is that the existence of white people is 

racist. Your demand for color-blind universalism really is nothing short of a demand that 

white people cease to exist. No moral premises that are inconsistent with the continued 

existence of white people is acceptable to whites. It is a colossal evil that people like you 

actually attempt to guilt us into adopting self-destructive behaviors.  

Of course I know you say you are anti-racist, but you are really anti-white. Anti-racist is just a 

code word for anti-white. 

mike said:  

@ Allegra  

Surely you must know that the dirt you fling only falls on yourself. 

Stick to some kind of intelligent argument , if you are capable of such. 

mike said:  

I have to go,  

Good luck to all the courageous ones who stick up for their white race. Do not despair, the 

anti-racists are being outed for what they really are which is anti-white haters. That is very 

clear for anyone who is not fully indoctrinated. This thread is solid evidence for all to read 

and learn. 

mike said:  

@ Mike 

“One who practices favoritism to benefit those of similar ethnic background as oneself over 

those of different ethnic backgroud.” 

If , as a white person , I applied for a job at a chinese factory, I would not be alarmed if I 

was not hired in favor of a chinese guy. Why? because I understand human nature and I 

also understand that people need the freedom to choose who they want to hire. I will not 

tell them who they should hire or to get the law to do so. How is that allowing them to be 

free? You have freedom upside down. 

I’m sure you have no good response. And I must go. Try not to be such an anti-white. It’s 

not pretty to read. 

bye ! 
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Harumphty Dumpty said:  

What a tour de force Jared Taylor’s speech was! He’s probably the best expositor the white 

movement has! 

But Jared must have left the second half of his speech at home: “And now I’ll explain how 

all of what I’ve just told you furthers the anti-whites’ world-wide program of white genocide”! 

Mike said:  

@JustAWhiteMom 

“By your definition of “racism” EVERYONE is “racist” EXCEPT whites.” 

Nonsense. I myself personally know non-racists of all kinds of ethnic origins. Seriously, do 

you talk to people from different backgrounds in real life and get to know them as people? 

You sound like you get all your information about society from Jared Taylor. 

“if I need my house painted, and my son happens to be a painter, do I have to put the job 

out for competitive bidding or can I just hire my son?” 

You should hire whoever can do the best job at the best price. If you know a better or more 

affordable painter but you still hire your son because he is your son, that is an insult to the 

other guy who knows he is trying harder than your son to find work. It’s also bad for your 

son, as it prevents him from competing fairly in his field. 

“Do you know how much micro-management is required to prevent favoritism?” 

I’m not saying favoritism can or cannot be prevented, I am saying favoritism is WRONG. 

What irritates me is you trying to argue that since something is too difficult to prevent, it 

shouldn’t even be despised. The police can’t catch all the criminals, so that proves the 

criminals are good people? That’s what defending racism always ends up sounding like. 

“Just leave people alone.” 

This, coming from someone who wants to stop black people from marrying white people, 

and who wants to prohibit people – based on color – from living wherever they want to live. 

YOU leave people alone. 

I support the freedom of all people to live wherever they choose and marry whomever they 

choose. So I guess now you will say freedom is anti-white. Given what was said above 

about favoritism, you could also say fairness is anti-white. Or judging people as individuals 

is anti-white. Or looking at content of character is anti-white. Freedom, fairness, judging all 

people as individuals, looking at content of character, these are all aspects of anti-racism, 

so no wonder you say anti-racism is anti-white.  

To be pro-white is to be against freedom in life choices, and to support favoritism, 

stereotyping and prejudice. No thanks. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

I reject your hyper-individualist, anti-human, spiritually bankrupt globalist world-view.  

You believe that human nature is evil. Therefore, you are at war with humanity. You seek to 

destroy natural, rooted, spiritual and tribal homo naturalis with artificial, rootless, 

materialist, and hedonist homo economicus.  

http://whitegenocideproject.com/
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I don’t know how old you are, but perhaps as the years go by, and death looms, you will 

begin to see why nationalists seek a measure of immortality in the survival of their own 

people. For now, you are wallowing in a cesspit of corruption that you take for enlightened 

selflessness. I can tell you that the people who want you to abandon loyalty to your own 

people (Jews) do not do so themselves.  

Go browse the Aryan Defamation League’s website. You will see that they say America is a 

“nation of immigrants” but support Israel as “Jewish state”. That same Aryan Defamation 

League is also trying to sabotage and demonize the Greek nationalist party Golden Dawn 

for trying to save the Greek people from total destruction by illegal immigrant crime and 

parasitism. As we speak, the Greek people’s history is being rewritten to avoid hurting 

Muslims’ feelings, their culture is being disfigured, and they are literally being driven out of 

the country by hostile aliens. 

Israel maintains a Jews-only immigration policy and non-Jews may not marry Jews. Of 

course, these measures are intended to secure a future for the Jewish people. Israel is 

ethnically cleansing African “infiltrators” from their territory as we speak. While exhorting the 

Israelis to carry out this operation in a humane manner, the right of the Israelis to preserve 

their ethnic identity is never questioned.  

Israel maintains a Jews-only immigration policy and intermarriage between Jews and non-

Jews is prohibited. These measures are intended to secure a future for the Jewish people. 

The Aryan Defamation League invented the slogan “diversity is our strength” but as you can 

see they were lying. They know perfectly well that diversity is destructive. There is no such 

thing as a diverse commmunity or a diverse nation. Diversity destroys cohesion. This was 

proven by a liberal Harvard researcher named Robert Putnam in his study “Bowling Alone.” 

I bet you support nationalism for non-whites. Tell me, why do we pay the Saudi’s for their 

oil? I mean why don’t we just go in and take it? If it is okay for foreigners to barge into 

Norway and leech off their welfare state, why may foreigners not barge into non-white 

countries and take their natural resources without compensation? I’ll tell you why, because 

all this rhetoric about “equality” and “non-discrimination” really just boils down to this: What 

belongs to non-whites belongs to non-whites. What belongs to whites ALSO belongs to 

non-whites.  

Did you know that New York City spends $20K a year per pupil on K-12 education? For 13 

years, that comes to $260,000. If a Hispanic family has 3 kids, that’s $780,000 that the 

white man has to shell out for the education of double digit IQ non-white immigrants. The 

white man is a slave. He exists to build civilizations for the benefit and possession of 

aliens according to you anti-racists. That’s why we say anti-racist is a code word for anti-

white. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

By the way, not only is your secular, liberal muliticultural worldview anti-white and morally 

bankrupt, it is also unsustainable. Any society that believes in nothing but “individual 

choice” will be subverted by confident peoples who actually believe in themselves.  

Consider the following passage from a recent article in The Local about “Norwegian 

Muslims” protesting Innocence of Muslims: 

“We’re using our freedom of expression today to show that we need to have respect,” he 

added. 

The head of the Islamic Council Norway also spoke to the crowd in the city centre square. 

“We’re here to express our outrage at the violations we’ve seen of the prophet. This has 
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nothing to do with freedom of expression; it’s just plain bullying of Muslims,” he said. 

Got that? He says they are “using” their freedom of expression to . . . undermine freedom of 

expression. 

Multicultural societies can only be held together by totalitarian speech codes that allow 

fierce criticism of whites and our culture, but forbid whites to ever under any circumstances 

voice any complaint about the saintly “Other.” A society purportedly based on freedom 

rather than ethnic identity cannot be free, because it requires totalitarian suppression to 

hold it together and prevent ethnic warfare. Liberal Europe will not survive. The only 

question is whether the traditional peoples of Europe will reassert themselves and survive, 

or whether they will be displaced by a more confidant Islamic culture. Fortunately, in either 

case, that will be the end of liberalism. 

white anti racist said:  

Once again, I hope TU Administration is paying attention. This is what the WSU is really all 

about. Wonder what Heimbach’s username on Stormfront.org is? Any data security majors 

wanna try to figure it out? 

Idea Woman said:  

Yes white anti-white I do hope they’re paying attention to you and others here bolshevik-like 

tactics to quell free-speech and free-association for those whose opinions and views you 

don’t like or agree with. 

People are fed up with your kind of deception, hypocrisy and double-standards. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-white 

Why don’t you tell me exactly what you think I said that was wrong.  

Tell me, how do you feel about the ongoing attempt to destroy the Tibetan people. Well I’ll 

tell you I think it is a horrible tragedy and an outrage. The Tibetan cultural tradition is 

sublime beyond the ability of words to describe. Yet they are being destroyed. 

How is that different from the ongoing genocidal destruction of the peoples and cultures of 

Europe?  

When are you going to tell me why you support white genocide? 

YoureThinkingTooHard said:  

This has escalated to a degree that it should have never reached. Yeah, sure, non-whites 

should not be going against A white student union. To oppose a white student union 

because whites oppressed other minorities is absolutely asinine. The word is oppressED. 

It happened in the past. I’m white; Can I go back in a time machine and change what my 

ancestors did? No. Should I be able to meet people of my race, socialize, and celebrate 

what my people have done? Yes. To oppose A white student union is not right. If you can’t 
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see that, you shouldn’t be allowed to participate in society because your mind is closed. 

That being said, I don’t believe that Matt Heimbach is the right person to lead the group. 

He’s clearly a racist (pictures of him outside of MLK Museum with a confederate flag — 

really classy, Matt..) and has ulterior motives. THIS white student union isn’t right, but A 

white student union cannot be disputed. If you are against a white group meeting for non-

violent purposes, and healthy conversation, then you’re a racist. 

Thomas said:  

The anti-Whites at Towson need to grow up. The truth is that forced assimilation of millions 

of non-White immigrants is being required of EVERY White country and ONLY White 

countries. According to the United Nations this is genocide. Anti-Whites will talk about 

anything but White genocide. 

Watch “How Whites Took Over America” on YouTube for a refreshing take on this. 

Many who say they are anti-racist are really just anti-White. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White. 

Mike said:  

@JustAWhiteMom 

Once again you are making false assumptions about me. You think I support Israel? I am 

completely opposed to the existence of Israel and have participated in numerous anti-

Israel events. I purchase no Israeli products, and boycott all companies which donate 

money to Israel. I have written essays about the evils of Israel, which are in essence the 

evils of racism. What I oppose for Israel, I oppose for all countries. 

I have been called “anti-semite” by Jewish racists as often as I have been called “anti-

white” by white racists. I bear both titles with pride. 

Idea Woman said:  

Mike: 

Talking of false assumptions. You’ve made plenty yourself throughout all the comments 

you’ve made here. Along with false statements and conclusions. 

Majuba said:  

@ 

Just a white anti-racist 

4 October 2012 at 1:49 pm 

Ease up on the emotion and review your facts. 

“by the free labor of black SLAVES that built “your” country, at the further expense of nearly 

100,000,000 murdered, exploited, raped, and displaced native people” 

100 million? 
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Where do you get that figure from? 

Maybe 1 million – but 100? No Chance. 

Once again the old slave bugaboo raises its head. 

Remember there would not have been 1 slave in the USA if the Africans had not been 

captured by a neighbouring tribe in West Africa and then sold to the traders from Europe. 

Without the complicity of their own black people back in Africa the slave trade could not 

have operated. 

Time to do some reading. Check it out in: The Slave Trade by Hugh Thomas ISBN 0 330 

35437 x 

“What other race do I think exists to build civilizations for other peoples?” 

How about the European colonists that settled in Canada, South Africa, Australia and New 

Zealand? 

With the assistance of local labour they built countries that had no wheel or roads to 

providing electricity with nuclear power stations – and everyone has benefitted from their 

arrival and presence. 

And remember these are not racist comments for the liberals tell us: 

“There is no such thing as race. Race is a human construct.” 

These are merely historical factual comments which can be easily verified. 

What really puzzled me about the angry black questioners at this meeting who seem to 

resent their ancestors being transported from Africa to America is; why are they still in the 

USA? 

With the knowledge, wealth and easy travel available today I would have thought they would 

have jumped on the first plane available back to Africa. There are something like 53 

countries they can choose from which would enable them to re-connect with their 

ancestors and be with their own people again, as far away as possible from the evil 

oppressive racist white folks back in the USA. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

You missed the point entirely. I never assumed you supported Israel. I was merely pointing 

out that the very same people who promote “diversity” for white countries seek 

homogeneity for themselves. Therefore, they do not believe in their own poison.  

I have a suggestion for your next paper. Perhaps you could write a paper about why 

Christians are being ethnically cleansed from the Middle East and whether you think 

indigenous Europeans will be driven from their countries once Muslims obtain majority 

status there. I would be very interested in your conclusions. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

You could also write a paper on white genocide in South Africa and how discourse 

surrounding “racism”, “white privilege” and the “legacy of XYZ” incites hatred and violence 

against whites there, and whether similar mass slaughter awaits a future minority white 

population. 
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JustAWhiteMom said:  

@Mike 

Since you now openly admit you are both anti-white and anti-Semitic, are you also 

prepared to embrace genocide and admit you are in favor of it. Google We Love Genocide. 

Some anti-fascists in Germany have openly admitted that they favor white genocide in 

Germany. They marched through Munich the other day carrying signs that read 

We Love Genocide 

For something better than the nation! 

No love for Germany. No nation no border. 

You agree with them don’t you Mike, so why don’t you go ahead and admit that you are pro-

white-genocide? 

white anti racist said:  

@ Chris 

“Seriously, how where most of these blacks admitted to university? Most of them cannot 

even string a cohesive sentence, let a alone cogent question.” 

I have another big word for you: irony. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

@white anti-racist 

So you agree with the genocidal, anti-white vitriol spewed by the blacks in at the meeting? 

kaba said:  

“If you notice, it wasn’t WHITES that were acting up.” 

Nope, didn’t notice that. Everyone respectfully asked questions and make reasonable 

remarks. Only outburst was at the end from…well, whites. Telling the story you wish you 

could instead of what happened? You must work for Fox News. 

“Leave us alone to be with our own people.” 

Towson didn’t go to Taylor. Taylor came to Towson. You want to be left alone? Go away. 

Anti-Racists don’t need codewords. 

JustAWhiteMom said:  

RIP Timothy McNerny latest victim of ongoing White GeNOcide. Maybe Eric “My People” 

Holder’s Department of Injustice will launch a hate crime investigation in this matter. 
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Curious said:  

Out of curiousity for the subject at hand, i would like to use some of the anti-european/anti-

white/whatever-doesn’t-hurt-peoples’-feelings- because-we’re-all-too-damn-sensitive to 

bring about a possibly valid point. I’ll let you folks decide. If native americans, blacks, 

indians and other historically oppressed races despise the vindictive and malicious path 

white people have taken, would they then be willing to agree if white 

people/europeans/whatever hadn’t conquered all the surrounding nations and then killed 

the indigenous people of each of those nations, that the world would be a more peaceful 

place? Would you then be willing to admit that if whites hadn’t formed this country (be it on 

the deceitful practices and broken backs of other races) that the world would be a better 

place? This fictional world of each country building its own personal empire would then 

either mean that a)no one ever attempts to visit their neighboring countries, leaving “racial 

purity” for all ethnic backgrounds or b) they do end up meeting eachother and history 

unfolds as it has. If so, then you agree with Jared Taylor in his views of diversity as bringing 

about conflict. Point being, it’s either whites in european nations, blacks in african,etc. or 

hate white people for having been effective conquerors in the past. I hope that was as 

understandable as it came out in my head. 
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